
Table 1

Equipment type Brand Colours Condition Size Price (brand new) Price (second 
hand)

Stand up Bag with 
wheels 

OBO Green and blue bag Still looks brand 
new, few scratches

Length: 99cm  
Width: 46  Depth:46

£118.00 £59.00

1st set of hand 
gloves

OBO Orange and black Used a lot but still 
in good use 

Age 14+ £80.00 £30.00

2nd set of hand 
gloves

OBO Blue Looks and feels 
brand new

Age 14+ £147 & £90 of each 
hand

£73.50 & £45

Helmet Grays Black Great quality and 
protects the head 
really well and 
comfy, looks new

Medium £120.00 £60.00

Body armour OBO Robo Black and blue Good quality and 
comfy to wear, 
looks new

Medium £175.00 £87.50

Feet x2 OBO high control Green The plastic bands 
will need to placing, 
the right foot has a 
crack in it, though it 
still works well. 

Medium £310.00 £150.00

Pants/shorts OBO yahoo Black and blue Very good quality, 
slight rip in right leg

Small £99.00 £49.50

Elbow pads x2 Not sure what 
brand

Black Great condition Small £50.00 £20.00

Groin pad Not sure what 
brand

Orange Still in good 
condition

Small £20.00 £8.00

Hockey stick Adidas Green and black Scratched a bit and 
grip taped down.

Not sure what size Don’t know how 
much

FOC with purchase 
with bag

Top  (smock) x2 OBO Green and blue Good condition and 
fits nicely, looks 
new

Both Medium £40 (for each one) £10 for each

Top (smock) Batman top Black Good condition Medium £10.00 £5.00

Legs OBO robo Blue They have small 
dents but still very 
useable 

Medium £375.00 £187.50

Hockey balls Different brands White/orange/grey I have 14 balls, with 
my name still on 
them (Windle)

£30.00 FOC with purchase 
with bag

Throat guard OBO Black and green Looks new One size £30.00 £10.00

OBO robo is small 
adult 

OBO cloud is kids
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